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TrGF 2.624- A EURIPIDEAN FRAGMENT
In the authoritative new collection of the Tragicorum Graecorum Fragmenta (TrGF),
a five-trimeter passage appears as No. 624 in the second volume which contains the
'Fragmenta adespota'.1 Whereas Nauck2 placed the lines among the 'Fragmenta
dubia et spuria' of Euripides (Eur. fr. 1131), Kannicht and Snell separate them totally
from the Euripidean fragments and associate them with various pseudepigraphical
pieces of tragic poetry which are commonly thought to have originated in the
'workshop of a Jewish forger'.3 The purpose of my article is to challenge this decision
and to show that TrGF 2.624 may well be genuine poetry by Euripides if we restore
the lines to their probable original form. An attempt to reconstruct the original
context of the fragment will also be added.
I
The text of the fragment given in TrGF 2 is as follows:
6pd6' oaoi vo)juX€T' °vK etvoi deov,
Sis e£afi.apTa.vovTes OVK evyvuifiovws;
ianv yap toriv. ei Se TIS irpdooei /caA<os
KGLKOS 7T€<f>VKWS, TOV XpOVOV K€pBaiV€TW
Xpovca yap OVTOS vorepov Seoati S
The lines have been handed down only by two comparatively late writers: the
unknown author of Ps.-Justin's treatise De monarchia - a selection of genuine and
forged passages of pagan Greek literature, often irritatingly intertwined, which are
quoted in support of a Jewish monotheistic doctrine4 - and Clement of Alexandria.
1
 R. Kannicht and B. Snell (edd.), Tragicorum Graecorum Fragmenta, Vol. II Fragmenta
adespota (Gottingen, 1981).
2
 A. Nauck (ed.), Tragicorum Graecorum Fragmenta2 (Leipzig, 1889; repr. with a Supplement
by B. Snell, Hildesheim, 1964).
3
 7VGF2.617-24 'ex fabrica falsarii Iudaei (saec. I a?) \ In the apparatus to fr. 624, Kannicht
and Snell refer to*A.-M. Denis, Introduction aux pseude'pigraphes grecs d'Ancien Testament
(Leiden, 1970), p. 226 with n. 15, but this reference is not very helpful since Denis, loc. cit., only
gives a summary of Ps.-Justin's De monarchia.
4
 It is rather difficult to give an exact date for the treatise. It is commonly attributed to the
second century A.D. (cf. A. Elter, De gnomologiorum Graecorum historia atque origine
[Universitatsprogramm Bonn, 1893-7], p. 203; A. von Harnack, Die Uberlieferung der
griechischen Apologeten des 2. Jahrhunderts in der alien Kirche und im Mittelalter. [TU 1.1]
[Leipzig, 1882], pp. 154f.; A. von Harnack, Geschichte der altchristlichen Literatur2 Bd. II. 1
[Leipzig, 1958 = 18971],p. 512; R. Harris, Justin Martyr andMenander [Cambridge, 1932], p. 25
'earlier than Justin'; N. Walter, Der Thoraausleger Aristobulos [TU 86] [Berlin, 1964], p. 211;
M. Hengel, 'Anonymitat, Pseudepigraphie und " Literarische Falschung" in der jiidisch-
hellenistischen Literatur', Entretiens de la Fond. Hardt 18 [Genf, 1972], p. 294 n. 2 'Ende 2. oder
Anfang des 3. Jahrhunderts n.Chr.'; J.-M. Vermander, 'La parution de l'ouvrage de Celse et la
datation de quelques apologies', Rev. des etudes aug. 18 (1972), 32f.; cf. also O. Bardenhewer,
Geschichte der altkirchlichen Literatur2 Bd. 1 [Freiburg i.Br., 1913], pp. 236f.; W. Speyer, Die
literarische Falschung im heidnischen und christlichen Altertum [Miinchen, 1971], p. 161; N.
Zeegers-Vander Vorst, Les citations des poetes grecs chez les apologistes Chretiens du IF siecle
[Louvain, 1972], pp. 8-9 and 18). But it seems to me quite certain - for reasons I cannot expand
in detail in this article - that De mon. belongs to the first century B.C. or A.D. Scholars used to
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Both Ps.-Justin (De mon. 3.2-3) and Clement {Strom. 5.121.1-3)5 transmit the
fragment as part of almost identical packages of lines containing Diphilus PCG 5.136,
Eur. fr. 835 N2 and TrGF 2.624. This correspondence suggests that either both
authors drew on a similar florilegium, or Clement directly depends on the treatise De
monarchia. Both views have been held.6 To resolve this issue would require an
evaluation of the many other instances where both authors quote the same fragment.
But that is beyond the scope of this article.
It is Clement's citation of the lines on which Valckenaer based his negative
judgement about the fragment.7 Clement of Alexandria generally enjoys a rather high
reputation among classicists, and in cases where his wording of a passage differs from
others, modern scholars tend to give preference to his reading. But this rule of thumb
quite often proves to be unreliable, and each case must be considered on its merits.
Clement Strom. 5.121.1-3 introduces the sequence of verse-passages with the
remark Ai<f>i\os TrdXiv 6 KwfUKOS Toiavrd riva irepl rrjs Kpioecos SiaAeyercu.
Immediately after the quotation of the Diphilean fragment (Diph. PCG 5.136), he
adds - still under the same heading - the lines Eur. fr. 835 N2 and TrGF 2.624. Yet
it is fairly obvious that the ascription to Diphilus applies in fact only to the first
quoted comic verse, which Ps.-Justin for his part attributes to Philemon (De mon.
3.2). The authenticity of the Euripidean fr. 835 has never been seriously doubted
because Sextus Empiricus and Stobaeus quote the lines as taken from Euripides'
tragedy Phrixus:*
S. E. Math. 1.2749 Kal fj.T]u ov ravra fxovov rots 7J-OII)TCUS Se^iciy eiprjaBai (fiaivfrai aXXa Kal
m ntpl 8(wv, olov ion. Kal TO napa TUI EvpnriSr) Ae^cy iv <Ppi£w10
OCTTIS 8e dvrjTWv oterai. Tov<f>'
KfiKOV TL TTpdoowv TOUS deovs j
8oK€L TTOVqpO. Kal hoKWV12 aAl'a/C€TCU,
orav cr^oAijv ayovaa Tvyxavrj 13
oscillate between whether the treatise had been compiled by a Jew or a Christian. Yet nothing
within the six chapters presupposes Christian doctrine, whereas on the other hand we find many
thoughts and concepts which are well known from the late writings of the LXX and Philo.
5
 The whole passage of Clement is cited by Eusebius in his Praeparatio evangelica 13.13 (§47 for
TrGF 2.624). Since Clement's Stromata are transmitted in only one manuscript, Eusebius serves
as an important independent witness for the constitution of Clement's text.
6
 (a) Ps.-Justin and Clement use the same source: Harris, op. cit. (n. 4), pp. 17f.; Harnack, loc.
at. (n. 4); Walter, op. cit. (n. 4), p. 186 (in connection with the so-called Testament of Orpheus);
Hengel, op. cit. (n. 4), p. 295; E. Schiirer, The History of the Jewish People in the Age of Jesus
Christ1, Vol. III.l (Edinburgh, 1986), p. 657; (b) Clement is dependent on De monarchia: A.
Elter, op. cit. (n. 4), pp. 188, 198, 201ff.
7
 L. C. Valckenaer, Diatribe de Aristobulo Judaeo, philosopho peripatetico Alexandrino (pub-
lished posthumously by J. Luzac) (Leiden, 1806), pp. 1-5. References to his discussion will be
given with name and page only.
8
 Euripides seems to have written two tragedies called Phrixus, see below part IV.
* The lines are quoted again in Math. 1.287, but without mentioning the name of the play: Kal
fHfii oaov iirl TOI im' EvpnriSov Xe)(6evTt TTtpi dewv, T7)v aunji' Kai ol iSuiiTai Sofay ixovaiv.
IOOI" yap iari TU> "OOTIS St AiK-q, xai TO OVTCO napa rots rroXXois \ey6fj.fvov, 'Oijii dtwv
ikeovai piiXoi, aXeovat Se Aewra. Stobaeus, Eel. 1.3.15 alone adds a fifth line, wrongly printed
among the 'adespota' in TrGF 2.490, as will be pointed out later (cf. n. 80).
10
 cf. Stob. loc. cit. EvpiniS-qs <Ppi£u>.
11
 The manuscripts of Sextus give in this passage the reading Kad', but rovfi in 1.287 (cf. n. 9)
which is supported by Ps.-Justin, Clement (and Eusebius) and Stobaeus.
12
 F. H. Bothe, Euripidis fabularum fragmenta (Leipzig, 1844), p. 300, adopted the reading of
the Stobean codex F KaStKwv. But Kal SOKWV is generally attested and can be regarded as 'lectio
difficilior'. Cf. H. van Looy, Zes verloren tragedies van Euripides (Brussels, 1964), p. 153.
13
 For the probable context of the fragment, see below part IV. One could, of course, always
play the devil's advocate in suggesting that the passage may be a sententious interpolation. But
5 OCQ
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Ps.-Justin also mentions Euripides, but his remark Kal EvpnriStjs appears in out
manuscripts in the wrong place, i.e. two lines before the fragment of Euripides."
Mechanical corruptions occur several times in De mon.lh They are symptomatic of the
poor condition in which this monotheistic florilegium has come down to us, and
Marcovich, in his forthcoming edition of three treatises of Ps.-Justin,16 is surely right
in correcting the manuscripts and transposing Kal EvpnriS-qs just before the
generally acknowledged fragment of Euripides.17
Ps.-Justin thus introduces Eur. fr. 835 N2 and TrGF 2.624 as one continuous piece
of Euripides. At first sight, this ascription may seem rather unlikely because of the
strongly monotheistic character of the sentiment in 'Op&B' oaot vop-CL^r OVK elvat
6e6v... eoriv yap eanv. The Dutch scholar mentioned above, Valckenaer, was the
first to doubt the authenticity of the five lines TrGF 2.624, and his principal objection
was, indeed, to the singular deov.1* In addition to that, he felt that his scepticism was
confirmed by the fact that Clement writes SoKeire instead of vo(u£er' (p. 3):
Sed vide mihi turpem istum in Attico versu hiatum, 'Opdd' oaot So/ceire OVK - nam correctors
potius esse videtur paulo doctioris, quem offendebat hiatus, illud apud Justinum, 'Opa.9' oam
This precisely reflects the favourable view which scholars in general hold of Clement's
accuracy, but it proves to be a false prejudice if we consider his citation of this
since Euripides is generally quite fond of gnomic sentences, the 'onus probandi' lies, I think, on
the side of people who question the testimony of our sources. There is, at any rate, nothing
whatsoever in either language or thought of fr. 835 which speaks against a Euripidean origin of
the lines. For oarts Si 9VT)TU>V oterat...|...AcAij0cVa(,|8o<cc( novqpa, cf. Oinomaos, fr. 575 N*
OOTIS &€ Ov-qrwv fiovXerat Svawwixov | eis yrjpas eX9(iv, ov Xoyt%€rat KaXws KTX. and Tro. 1203
Bvqrwv be p.wpos o<my ev -npaaaetv SOKWV | /3e'/8aia %aipet KTX. ; for TOV<J>' -qfidpav, see Cycl. 336
aij rovp.TTi.eiv ye Kal <f>ayeiv TOV<I>' •qp.epav; aAiWerai (line 3) occurs five times elsewhere in
Euripides at the end of an iambic trimeter (Med. 84, Hipp. 913, IT 1038 and 1419, fr. 811 N2);
for orav axoXr/v ayovaav...cf. Med. 1238 Kal p.rj axoXijv ayovaav... For the concept of Dike,
who sometimes may be inconspicuous and tardy but will always exert her power in the end, cf.
Antiope, fr. 223 N2 (see below part II), fr. 979 N2 (OVTOI TrpoaeXdova' -q AIKT) oe, p.rj Tpe'<Tj)s,|
Traiaet irpos rjnap ov8e TWV aXXu>v fipoT<i>v | TOV ASIKOV, dXXa aiya Kal jSpaSei nohl \ areixo
p.dptp€i TOUS KaKovs, orav TU'^JJ); El. 11\, Archelaos, fr. 255 N2 etc.; see in general H. Lloyd-
Jones, The Justice of Zeus2 (Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1983), pp. 151ff.
14
 cf. M. Marcovich, 'Patristic Textual Criticism', ICS 13 (1988), 143f.; H. J. Mette,
'Euripides (insbesondere fur die Jahre 1939-1968), Erster Hauptteil: Die Bruchstiicke', Lustrum
12 (1967), 282 ('beide Worter versehentlich um 2 Zeilen nach oben versetzt'). - N. Walter,
Gefalschte Verse auf Namen griechischer Dichter. In: Jiidische Schriften aus hellenistisch-
romischer Zeit (hg. von W. G. Kiimmel) Bd. IV (Gutersloh, 1983), p. 246 hazards a guess that
KO.1 Evpuri&T)s might be explained as a 'sekundare " Verbesserung"', but this seems to me to be
very unlikely. If Kal Evpnrihf)s was already misplaced in Clement's time, it would be easy to
understand why he has disregarded the phrase.
15
 The two most prominent examples are: (1) chapter 2.4 where the so-called Testament o:
Orpheus is quoted without the first two lines (this has commonly been regarded as a result o
a mechanical distortion, cf. A. Elter, op. cit. (n. 4), p. 157; H. Erbse, Fragmente griechischer
Theosophien (Hamburg, 1941), p. 17 n. 37; N. Walter, op. cit. (n. 4), p. 211; (2) De mon. 3.1+2
(lines 6f. of Diphilus PCG 5.136 occur in our MSS. some six lines too early where they are totally
out of place).
16
 Pseudo-Iustini Cohortatio ad Graecos, De Monarchia, Oratio ad Graecos (Patristische Texte
und Studien, Verlag W. de Gruyter [Berlin and New York]). I should like to thank Prof.
Marcovich very much for his outstanding generosity in letting me use the typescript of his new
critical edition. 17 Marcovich, loc. cit. (n. 14).
18
 cf. p. 3. All later discussions of the fragment are in one way or another indebted to the work
of this scholar (cf. the note in the apparatus criticus TrGF 2.617-24 'duce Valckenaerio'; A.
Matthiae, Euripidis tragoediae, Vol. IX [Leipzig, 1829], p. 298; Th. Fix, Euripidis fabulae [Paris,
1843], p. 822 etc.).
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fragment more closely. For it seems clear from Eusebius' quotation,19 that in the third
line of TrGF 2.624 Clement wrote KOLKWS instead of xaXws - a rather careless error,
probably caused by assimilation to the following KO.K6S,20 and perhaps also influenced
by KCIKOV TL TTpdaqwv in the previous second line of Eur. fr. 835 N2. Valckenaer in fact
questioned Clement's reading in this case (p. 2), and Otto in his edition has definitely
rejected KIIKOJS as. wrong.21 Clement cannot, on the other hand, be blamed for the
erroneous reading Kepvdrw instead of xephaiveTw in the next line because Eusebius
clearly found the correct form in Clement's text.22 Yet Eusebius' quotation confirms
that Clement omitted line 2 Sis e^afiaprdvovres OVK evyvwfiovws for reasons to be
considered below.23
Thus, in this particular case, Ps.-Justin is obviously more reliable than Clement. The
latter was evidently capable of making mistakes more characteristic of an ancient or
medieval scribe than of a scholar. For his variant SoKeire instead of vofii^er' in the
first line can be similarly accounted for as a ' Perseverationsfehler' following 8oKei
irovripa KCLI 8OKU>V aXioxerai in the penultimate line of fr. 835 N2. Moreover, one
should not be surprised that Clement writes an unmetrical form such as 8oKeir{e).
A glance at other passages where he and Ps.-Justin transmit the same lines reveals
quite clearly that Clement sometimes does not bother about metre at all. In Strom.
5.120.2 for instance, line 6 is so defective that one wonders whether Clement's reading'
ought not rather to be considered as a prose paraphrase.24
If we examine Clement's reliability as a source in connection with fr. 835, we find
further that he is the only one who writes el ns at the beginning, whereas Sextus
Empiricus, Ps.-Justin and Stobaeus unanimously transmit OOTIS. The latter seems to
be the preferable reading for Euripides.25
On the other hand, Clement is more reliable than Ps.-Justin in one particularly
important detail. In line 2, his wording KOLKOV TI npaaacov TOVS Oeovs XeXr/de'vai
agrees with that of Sextus Empiricus and Stobaeus, whereas the Codices of De
monarchic/ have TOV 9e6v. It is a matter of dispute whether Ps.-Justin himself used the
singular, or whether a Christian copyist has assimilated the plural to the singular in
the following lines TrGF 2.624. The latter must be the case if De monarchia is one of
Clement's sources. But that cannot be proved in this article.
Be that as it may, the wavering between the singular Oeov and the plural deovs here
should encourage us to consider the possibility that something similar may have
happened in TrGF 2.624. Both our witnesses, Clement and Ps.-Justin, transmit the
singular in this case. It is therefore undoubtedly the correct reading for Ps.-Justin's
treatise. But since the fundamental question of whether god(s) exist(s) or not arises
in the first half of the fragment, the author of a treatise About the monarchy of God
is likely enough to have substituted 6eov for an original deovs in his pagan source.
19
 cf. above n. 5.
80
 cf. A. Matthiae, op. cit. (n. 18), p. 198 'KOKCOS facile scribi potuit propter KCIKOS, quod
sequitur'.
11
 I. C. Th. von Otto (ed.), Iustini philosophi et martyris opera quae feruntur omnia3 (Corpus
Apologetarum Christianorum saeculi secundi, vol. Ill) (Jena, 1879; 18421; 18492), p. 139 n. 23.
It is worth noticing that Clement and Eusebius have rrpdrrei for irpdaaet; the latter is the
correct form for Euripides (cf. fr. 835.2 N2, IT 668, and elsewhere).
11
 KfpvaTw must be a scribe's error; cf. O Stahlin, Clemens Alexandrinus3 ii (GCS) (Berlin,
1960) ad be. and Kannicht-Snell TrGF 2.624 ad be. " See n. 36.
i ' u Bpovrrjs iav dKovoys p.r) <j>vyr)s vs. Ps.-Justin, De mon. 4.2 Bpovrrjs aKovoas fHjSa/icOs
I tioppw <f>vyr)s; cf. ibid, line 1 (Sixawis epyots for the metrically correct epyots S I K O I W ) ; see,
[ moreover, Strom. 5.121.1 (Diphil. PCG 5.136, quoted in Ps.-Justin, De mon. 3.2).
24
 cf. the parallels quoted in n. 13 (there is no el TK ... OVTJTWV at the beginning of a trimeter in
Euripides).
5-2
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And in fact a restoration of the plural creates no problems because both forms fit the
metre perfectly:26
opdd' oaoi vo/j.i%fT'27 OVK €iv
Si? i^apaprdvovTcs OVK evyvwp.dvws2s
eioiv yap, cloiv.30 ei §€ TIS irpdooti31 KaXciis3
KOLKOS TTf<f>VKU>S, TOV \pOVOV K€pSaiV€TW
Xpovcx) yap OVTOS vortpov33 Saiaei SIKIJV.
II
This easy emendation produces a piece of verse which could well come from a
reputable source,34 and nothing in language or thought is now inconsistent with
classical tragedy. Valckenaer particularly objected to line 2. Although he admitted the
line to be ' sonorum nee invenustum', he considered the thought expressed by it not
to be appropriate for Euripides.35 Yet whereas i^afiaprdveLv seems indeed to strike
a Judaeo-Christian note in connection with the singular form deov,3* no objections
can be raised against the line in the context of the fragment in its emended form. For
the concept of dp-apTia in general is not at all alien to Greek tragedy,37 and the verb
e^a/xapTdveiv in particular occurs quite frequently,38 especially in Euripides.39 It
usually refers to errors in the human sphere, to offences against fellow-men, e.g. Ale.
708 ^48. ...el 8' aXyeis KXVCOV\TaXr/Oes, ov XPVV a' e ' s * F ' e£o-P-o-PTdvfiv.\&e. aoi
S' av irpoBvQOKwv fji&XXov eijrjfidpTavov. But the root dp.apT- also covers offences
against the gods: cf. for the simple verb Peirithoos 11 (fr. 15a Page)... dXXa f$ope[doiv
Trvoais fKfi] | SieOTTapdxOr) avfj.fi[eTp<m Kop.TTdap.aaiv] \ Trarr/p dp.apTwv els 8e[ovs
TipcDpiau],10 for the composite e^ap.aprdv€iv Aesch. Prom. 944 (EPMHZJ) ai
TOV oo<f>iaTrjv, TOV TTiKpths VTr€pmKpov, | TOV e^afJLapTOVT' els Beovs i(j>rjp.epois | tropovTa
26
 For the convenience of the reader, I give the text with critical notes, which entails the
repetition of things mostly already mentioned above.
27
 Ps.-Justin: Clement (and Eusebius, cf. n. 5) S
28
 Ps.-Justin and Clement (and Eusebius) dtov.
29
 The line is omitted by Clement (and Eusebius, cf. above and below [n. 36]). Kannicht-Snell 's
punctuat ion (semicolon) is no t appropr ia te , see below part III .
30
 Ps.-Justin and Clement (and Eusebius) ioTiv yap, iariv.
31
 Ps.-Justin: Clement (and Eusebius) -npdTTei (cf. above n. 21).
32
 Ps.-Justin: Clement (and Eusebius) KaKws.
3 3
 H . Grot ius , Excerpta ex tragoediis et comoediis Graecis (Paris, 1626), p . 416 - followed by J.
Barnes, Euripidis quae exstant omnia (Cambridge, 1694), p . 503, and Valckenaer p . 5 - r e a d s
voTe'pw, contra necessitatem.
34
 This is, in a way, already suggested by the association with fragments of Diphilus and
Euripides in both Ps.-Justin and Clement (see above).
35
 'si sententiam [sc. spectes], minus aptum nee Euripidi congruum [sc. versum]' (p. 5).
36
 cf. Valckenaer , p . 5 ' N o s t e r ille posui t q u o sensu Judaei d icebant et Chris t iani dpaprdveiv
ei's Otov'. I have a feeling tha t this may , in fact, have been the reason why Clement avoided
quo t ing the l ine; for there a re o the r passages where one gets the impress ion tha t Clement
considerately leaves o u t wha t he - somet imes rightly - th inks is suspicious in his source (cf.
Strom. 5.119.2 = M e n . fr. 683 Kor t e ) .
37
 T h e p rob lem of tragic 6.p.apTia has formed the subject of n u m e r o u s b o o k s and ar t ic les ; one
may refer to J. M . Bremer, Hamartia. Tragic Error in the Poetics of Aristotle and in Greek
Tragedy (Ams te rdam, 1969); T. C. W. St in ton , 'Hamartia in Aris tot le a n d Greek T r a g e d y ' , CQ
25 (1975), 221-54; and S. Said, Lafaute tragique (Paris, 1978).
38
 See Bremer, o p . cit. (n. 37), p p . 31ff., a n d Said, op . cit. (n. 37), p . 44.
39
 A careful discussion of the his tory of the w o r d - g r o u p a n d the changes of mean ing from one
author to the other is given in Said, op. cit. (n. 37), pp. 4Iff.
40
 See Said, op. cit. (n. 37), p. 411; cf. also Aphrodite's words in the Prologue of Hipp. 21 a $
€t? ip.' r/pdpTrjKe Tinojptjaopai. | ' ITTTTOXVTOV Iv rijo" •qp.€pa with the comments of Stinton, art. cit.
(n. 37), 247f, and Said, op. cit. (n. 37), p. 413. '
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TOV nvpog KXeTTTTjv Aeya>.41 A suggestion concerning the exact meaning of the
'double' mistake in our fragment will be made below (part IV).
In lines 4-5, a Judaeo-Christian reader may, of course, have seen a reference to the
Last Judgement.42 Yet such a tendentious interpretation cannot be used as an
argument against a classical origin of the five lines, since the thought expressed is, in
fact, nothing else than the very traditional one that divine justice sometimes comes
late but will surely come; cf. e.g. Solon, fr. 13.8 West ndvTcos varepov r)X6e SIVTJ.43
Euripides in particular often points at this 'sera numinis vindicta',44 e.g. Antiope,
fr. 223 N2 AiKa TCH, AIKO. xpovios, dXX Sfiajs VTTOTreaova'\eXa6tv, orav ixtl TIV'
ioefirj fipoTwv; Antiope, fr. 222 N2 rr\v TOL AIKT/V Xe'yovai vaiS' elvai \povov, \
beiKvvai S' r^aobv oany earl fxrj KOIKOS; Heracl. 941 eiAe a' rj AIKTJ xpovcu; Ion 1614
...del yap ovv\xpdvia /xev ra rwv dtwv nuts, es re'Aoj 8' oi5»c aadevrj (cf. 1621f.);
Philoct. fr. 800 N 2 <f>ev, fj/qnor' eirjv dXXo nX-qv 8eois (f>iXos \ <l>s TTO.V reXovai, KOV
fipa8vvu>oiv xpovw; Ba. 882-90 (with the commentary by E. R. Dodds [Oxford,
19692]).45 For the exact wording of TrGF 2.624 line 5, Here. fur. 740 may be the
closest Euripidean parallel (see below part IV).
Ps.-Justin's ascription of our fragment to Euripides46 gains further credibility by
the fact that the first half of it is also perfectly in line with Euripidean thought, if we
accept the emendation as proposed above. Numerous recognized passages attest the
special attention this tragedian paid to the ' theological' question, whether the gods
exist or not. This issue is usually associated with the problem of theodicy, reflecting
the traditional view that righteousness should be rewarded by the gods and injustice
punished. It is from the downfall of the villain, we are told in Euripides' Oinomaos,
fr. 577 N2, that human beings can infer the existence of the gods:
€yW /X€V €VT* O.V TOUS KCiKOVS Oplh ftpOTlOV
€tvai < f^/xi Batfjiovwv yeVos.4'
For the converse argument, cf. El. 583-4:
•V XPV P-^KiS" riyeiadai Seou'j,
el TCJSIK' earat rrjs SI'KTJS VTrepTepa.is
41
 cf. the comments adloc. by Said, op. cit.(n. 37), pp. 319ff. One may, moreover, refer to Soph.
Ant. 743 Ai. ov yap SiVaia a' itjafxaprdvovd' opto. \ Kp. djuapTavcu yap ray ifias apxas
o(p\»v;\Ai. ov yap oefltis, Tifxds y€ rds 6eu>v Trarwv, and Eur. Hipp. 1433 avdpamoioi
U | dewv SiSdvTiov eiKos i^ap,apTaveiv.
48
 This is indeed the reason why Ps.-Justin has quoted the fragment, cf. the introduction to
chapter 3 of De monarchia, Kal irepl rovSe, on fiovos Swards iari Kal rav iv TU> j3ta)
<imn(Xovy.4vwv irpdtjecov Kal rrjs irepi TO dtiov ayvwoias xploiv ivOTTJoaodai, oixtiovs
lidprvpas TTapaorrjoai i\o>. Cf. also Clem. Strom. 5.121.1 (joiavrd rtva ircpi rijs Kpiotws
iiaXeyerai).
43
 cf. lines 25ff. TOiavrq Zrjvos irdXtTai TiCTiy ovb" e<j>' iKdarw \ uia-ntp dvrjros o\vy)p yiyverai
ofu'j(oAos, | del S' ov e XeXrjBe &ia/j.TTep€S, OOTIS dXirpov | dvp,6v «X£l> wavrtos 8 ey reXos
itefaivy \ dAA' d piev avriK ireiaev, 6 8' varepov KTX.
44
 Both fr. 835 and TrGF 2.624 similarly express this idea, see above n. 13 and below par t IV.
46
 cf.,moreover, Bellerophontes, fr. 303.3-5 N 2 , Alexandr., ft. 6 0 N 2 , a n d Alope, fr. 112N 2 (three
passages which stress the importance of time as bringing everything to light). In El. 953,
Euripides says we should not allow ourselves to be blinded by the temporal well-being of the
wicked, for they cannot overcome Dike in the long run (aiSt TI? Kaicovpyos a>v\fi-q /not TO
ffptoTov firjp- €ai> 8pdfi.rj KaXws, | VIK&V 8o/ceiVa> TT/V AIKTJV, irplv 6\v 7TcAas | ypapp*T}s LKTjrai Kai
TtAos KapAJirj |3iou). 46 See above part I.
47
 cf. Supp. 731 vvv TJJI<S' atXiTTOV r/fifpav iSova' iyu> | 6eoi>s vofii^cu... | . . . rwv&e TttadvTcov
Stfnji', perhaps also fr. 913 fi1 T{S rd&€ Xevaawv dtov ot>xi voei...;see already Horn. Od. 24.351
Zei ndrtp, TJ p' I T ' iari 9eol Kara, /xaxpov "OXvpmov, \ el ireov p.vqtjTf)pes arda6a\ov vfipiv
I iraoav; see also G. W. Bond's commentary on Euripides' Hercules furens (Oxford, 1981), lines
772f.
48
 cf. Here. fur. 8 4 1 . . . ij deol p.ev ov8a/j.ov, \ TO dvqrd S' earai fxeydXa, p/q SOVTOS SIKTJV. See also
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Unlike Aeschylus and Sophocles,49 Euripides freely put such 'atheistic' sentiments
into the mouths of his characters, as is shown by Bellerophontes, fr. 286 N2:50
07)(jiV TIS elvai orjr' iv ovpavw deovs;
OVK eiffiV, OVK eicr', ei TIS dvdpwiroyv deXet
ixr) TOI iraXauo fiwpos wv xprjadai Aoyco51 KTA.
The wording of these three lines is so similar to our fragment that it supports, I
think, quite strongly the authenticity of TrGF 2.624. Since it is a well-known feature
of Euripidean tragedy that the same rhetoric can be used for arguing ' in utramque
partem',52 we should not be surprised that the speakers in the two fragments voice
precisely opposite views. Only if we take into consideration the complete plots of the
relevant plays, can we try to grasp the poet's own outlook, if at all, and in the case
of Bellerophontes, the hero's ' atheistic' declaration seems to have been outweighed
in the play by the pitiable outcome of his bold attempt to fly to heaven, as I have
suggested elsewhere.53 Lines 4ff. of fr. 286 show, moreover, that the basic structure of
the argument is the same both in this fragment and in TrGF 2.624. Bellerophontes
deduces his rebellious conviction that the gods do not exist from the bewildering
observation that the wicked and impious enjoy a comfortable and prosperous life
whereas the good suffer hardship and affliction. TrGF 2.624, which obviously answers
a statement like the one of fr. 286, admits that such a situation may exist (line 3 el be
ny TTpdooei KOLXWS | KOLKOS -necpvKws KTX.), but warns that the happiness of the wicked
will not last for ever and that sooner or later he will have to pay for his wrong. For,
as Euripides also has his characters saying in other passages, there are, in fact, gods
who care and watch over human affairs.54
TrGF 2.99 nws ovv Tao eioopwvTes ij 8ewv yevos\elvai Xeywfiev rq vo^xoioi xpwfxeda; TrGF
2.465 TO\(J,W KaTfnreiv, I^TJTTOT' OVK elaiv #eor | KaKol yap evrv^ovvTes eKTrX-qaaovoi /xt.
49
 Sophocles develops the same idea in Eleclra 245-50 but is much more cautious in his
wording: el yap 6 fxev {sc. Agamemnon) ^aydjv yd r e /cat ovhkv wv | Keioerai TaXas, \ 61 he ff
ndXiv | Swaova' avri<j>6vovs oiKas, | ippoi T* av ai'8d>s | andvrtuv r euae'jSeia dvarwv (cf. also OT
892ff.). I cannot think of any passage in either Aeschylus or Sophocles where a character is
driven to deny explicitly the existence of the gods. Aeschylus only touches upon the periphery
of the problem when he ment ions in Ag. 369-72 atheists who dare to say that the gods disdain
to care about wrongdoers : ...OVK €<f>a nslOeovs ftporwv a^iovadai iieXtiv\oaois ddiKTwv
Xapis I iraToid'- 6 o' OVK evoefirjs.
50
 cf. A. B. Drachmann , Atheism in Pagan Antiquity (Copenhagen, 1922), p . 53.1 have argued
in an article on ' T h e " A t h e i s t i c " Fragment from Euripides ' Bellerophontes (286 N2)
(forthcoming, ICS 15.1 [1990]) that it may have been precisely this outspoken Euripidean
passage which provoked Aris tophanes to impute atheism to Euripides (Thesm. 450 vvv b' OUTOS
iv Taioiv rpaywSiais TTOIWV \ TOVS avSpas dvaireireiKev OVK elvai 9eovs). M. Lefkowitz, in a
recent article on ' " I m p i e t y " and " A t h e i s m " in Euripides ' D r a m a s ' , CQ 39 (1989), 70-82, has
convincingly shown that such a charge against Euripides is unfounded; cf., moreover, her article
' W a s Euripides an Athe is t? ' , SIFC {Ser. I l l} 5 (1987), 149-66.
51
 The fragment is only transmitted by Ps.-Justin, De monarchia 5.6. In lines 2 - 3 , 1 have given
the reading of the Argentoratensis gr. 9 which Nauck and Marcovich (cf. above n. 16) rightly
adopt , whereas the previous editor of De monarchia, Ot to (n. 21), followed Mat th iae ' s edition
of Euripides (n. 18) and gave preference to the reading of the Parisinus gr. 450 (ft TIS avdpwnwv
Aeyti, 1/J.TJ TO) 7raAo«£> /ncupos wv xpyodw Xdyw) - a codex which is often more reliable than the
Argentoratensis , but no t in this part icular case.
52
 cf. H . Lloyd-Jones , op . cit. (n. 13), p . 146 "The case for w o m e n is sometimes argued with all
the resources of the poet ' s e loquence, bu t so is the case against t h e m ; the same is t rue of almost
every o the r regularly controvers ia l subject ' .
5 3
 See n. 50. Such an in terpre ta t ion of Bellerophontes confirms the results which Lefkowitz
obta ined looking a t o ther Eur ip idean tragedies (see CQ 39 {1989}, 70ff.; it is ra ther surprising
tha t she never ment ions the par t icular ly relevant fr. 286 in her fine article).
54
 cf .fr . 991 N 2 dAA' Hart, KC!TIS gyyeAd <TCUJU<£I) (coni . N a u c k ) Adycu, | Zevs Kal dtoi, /SpoVeia
Xfvooovres Trddr); Here. fur. 757 TIS 6 deovs avo^ia xpaivwv, dvaros wv,\a(j>pova \6yov\
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III
Concerning the thought, the five lines thus display a striking similarity with genuine
pieces of Euripides' poetry. The same is true for the phrasing which contains not only
nothing alien to Euripidean language but also offers some positive evidence (cf.
especially lines 2 and 4).
Line 1 The phrase opdd' oaoi occurs also in Ion 1090 opdd' oaoi 8voKeXd8oi-\oiv
Kara fiovaav lovres deiSeO' vfivois \ afxdrepa Ae'^ ea KTX. It does not introduce a ques-
tion, as Kannicht and Snell (following Nauck) have assumed in printing a semicolon
at the end of the sentence (see above part I); the verb has to be understood as an im-
perative ('watch out', 'mark'), cf. Here. fur. 1072 opdd' opdre (with Bond's comment,
op. cit. [n. 47] ad loc.)}b The use of the verb vofii^eiv to express belief in the gods is
standard Greek language,56 cf. for drama Eur. Suppl. 731 vvv rrjvS' deXnTov rj/xepav
ISova' eyw\0eovs vofii^w; A. Pers. 497 8eovs Se TIS\TO vplv vofu^tuv ovSafiov
TOT' i]vxfTo\XiTaiai KTX. The best Euripidean parallels for OVK elvai deovs are
Bellerophontes, fr. 286.1" and Phrixus B, fr. pap. 154.1-2 Austin.58
Line 2 Sis ega^aprdvovTes: the exact combination occurs only in Menander, Sent.
183 Jakel A is egafjiapTeiv ravrov OVK dvSpos oo<f>ov. Yet the sort of 'mathematical'
intensification found in Sis ef- is rather characteristic of Euripides, as C. W. Willink
suggested to me, cf. the phrase Sis TOO- which occurs not less than ten times in the
surviving plays (e.g. Med. 1134, El. 1092). For igafiaprdveiv see above; Eur. uses the
verb in the same metrical position in I A 1204 (r) 8' e^a^apTova), fr. 1027.3 N2 (... veo?
8' orav | TTOXX' egandpTr)), Hypsipyle, fr. 22.8 Bond (rjv 8' ££afi.a[pT...). The point of Sis
is not altogether clear59 but may have been clearer in the original context. The most
natural explanation of the ' double' mistake is that it is (a) a false belief and (b) an
error with serious practical consequences.60
OVK evyvcDfiovtos: the word evyvwu-wv is not found in the surviving plays of the
three tragedians (in drama, it only occurs in Menander, fr. 571.1 Korte ev ear' dX-qdes
<f>lXTpov, fvyvw^Lwv Tponos, cf. Sent. 334 Jakel 0eov ne(j>vK€ 8u>pov evyvwfxojv
Tponos), but the notion expressed by it is a very familiar one.61 The phrase OVK
€vyva>fj.6vws can be paralleled with Soph. Tr. 473 KOVK dyvcifiova (also at the end of
the verse; cf. in the same metrical position OVK dyvai/xoves in Men. fr. 762 Korte). It
^ovpaviwv paKapcoVf KarffiaX' ws ap' ov | odevovoiv deoi; 111 deol deoi\TU>V ahiKwv (iiXovai
icai TWV oaiwv iiraeiv.
55
 I do not think that C. W. Willink, 'Sleep after Labour', CQ 38 (1988), 97, is right in
objecting to Bond's translation 'look out', 'be careful' of Here. fur. 1072, for such a translation
adequately brings out the warning overtones of opart in both this passage and our fragment.
Cf. also Ar. Plu. 215 opart, translated by van Daele with 'Prenez garde' (V. Coulon-H. van
Daele, Aristophane V [Paris, 1954], p. 99).
56
 See generally W. Fahr, QEOYE NOMIZEIN. Zum Problem der Anfange des Atheismus bei
den Griechen (Spudasmata 26) (Hildesheim and New York, 1969).
57
 See above, and compare the probable echo in Aristoph. Thesm. 450 (n. 50).
58
 See below part IV.
59
 It has strongly bothered Valckenaer (p. 5 'Sed cur, obsecro, dicuntur Als, bis, stulte
peccantes gravissime ?') and, in his wake, Matthiae, loc. cit. (n. 18).
60
 Another possible explanation would be that one of the' mistakes' concerns the human realm
(because those people really behave wickedly towards others, cf. «a/cos irf^vKws), and the other
ifiapria consists of the neglect, or rather the denial, of a divine power; for whereas in Aeschylus
every ap.apria was at the same time an offence against men and gods, the two aspects are clearly
separated in Euripides, as Said, op. cit. (n. 37), p. 429, has pointed out.
61
 To have an 'upright and good sense' is, according to Eur. Hipp. 426, absolutely crucial for
life: fiovov St TOVTO <f>ao* dpiXXdodai /9tw, | yva>p,Tjv SiVaiav Kayadrjv, OTW irapfj; cf. Hipp. 240
Xd^ yvco/nij? ayadTJs; 377f.; cf. Soph. OT 687 dyaBos cov yvwfir/v dmjp etc.
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is, moreover, the sort of new locution to be expected in Euripides, who shows an
idiosyncratic fondness for the use of OVK ev-,'2 cf. e.g. OVK tv8a.ifj.ov- at the end of a
trimeter in IT619, Hel. 895, Or. 541 and 601, Ba. 1232; see also Bond, op. cit. (n. 47)
on Here. fur. 1284 (he speaks of a 'sinister litotes'), and C. W. Willink on Or. 600-1.
(Oxford, 1986).
Line 3 eloiv yap, eloiv.' epanalepsis' as in fr. 286.2 N2 (see above part II). Euripides
uses the same emphatic figure e.g. Antiope, fr. 223 N2 AUa TOL, AUa; Bellerophontes,
fr. 285.7 N 2 dAyei y.ev, dXy'ei; Andr. 980 rjXyovv fiev, rjXyovv; Ale. 1017 xal fj.€p.</>ofitu
fiev, /i.e/x</>o/M.ai e tc .
el S( TIS TTpdooei naXws: cf. the striking parallels Oineus, fr. 564 N2 (orav Kaxoi
npdgcooiv, a> £evoi, KaXd>s, \ dyav Kparovvres KOV vofii^ovTes SIKTJV | Saioeiv eSpaaav
•navr efievres r)8ovfj) and Polyidos, fr. 644 N2 (orav Kaxos TIS ev ndXei Trpdamj
KaAtoj, | voaelv TiOrjai rds dfieivdvwv </>pevas KTX.); npdaaei KaXws occurs at the end
of a trimeter in IT 668 and Belleroph. fr. 287.3 N2 (cf. also Ion 730, Suppl. 728, fr.
443.2 N2).
Line 4 KaKOS ne<f>vKcis'- cf. Ion 440 xal yap OOTIS dv f$poT(x>v\KaKos Tre^vKr/,
£r)p.iovoiv oi 6eoi; ibid. 1622 oi xaxol 8\ utaittp ne<l>vKao', OVTTOT' ev Trpd£eiav dv;
Hipp. 1031, 1075, 1191 el tcaicos -ne<\>VK Avijp; Hec. 332.
TOV xpdvov Kephaivdrw: the exact combination occurs only later (in Lysias, Or.
13.84...TOV xpovov KepSaivei ov e^rj ov npoarJKOv avrai and Demosth. Philipp. 3.29
TOV xpdvov tcepSdvai). Yet time as 'a gain', as 'profit', is well paralleled in Greek
tragedy (Soph. El. 1485 Tiydp fipOTwv dv avv KaKois fiffieiy/xe'vwv | dvyoKeiv 6 fj,eXXwv
TOV xpdvov Ke'pSos <f>epoi;63 cf. Eur. Or. 789 TIX> XP°V(P &* Kephaveis 'and you will
profit by...the (saving of) t i m e ' - Willink, op. cit. ad loc, following Di Benedetto),
and so is tcepSai'veiv with accusative (e.g. Eur. Heracl. 154). The combination in our
fragment may thus possibly be new but is at any rate unexceptionable (pace Valckenaer
P-5).6"
Line 5 XP°V(P Y°-P °^T°s voTepov 8a>aei SIKHJV: cf. Here. fur. 740 tfXBes XP°VV
p:ev (according to Wilamowitz brachylogical for XP^V f1^ 1?A^e?) dAA' ijAfles- ye rot)
ov 8IKT)V 8a>aeis davcov, | vfipeis v/3pi£wv els dfieivovas aedev. Aeschylus, Suppl. 732
also offers a quite close parallel (...xpdvw TOI Kvpia) r' ev rjfiepa\8eoi>s aTi^cov T
fipoTwv Stoati 8IKTJV); see, moreover, Aristoph. Nub. 1242 (17 fx-qv ov TOVTOJV TW
Xpdvw 8a>aeis 8IKTJV), Eur. El. 952 (epp\ ov8ev el8ws wv e<f>evpe6eis XP°VV I SiVi
8e8coKas) and Heracl. 1025 (OVTOS 8e 8waei TTJV SIKTJV davwv ifioi). The phrase
8waei(s) 8iKr)v occurs at the end of the verse in Med. 1298, Hec. 1024, Or. 1134, 1597
and Ba. 847; even more frequent is xp°vti> a t t r ie beginning of a trimeter, e.g. Med.
904, Hipp. 1181 (cf. also de Romilly, op. cit. [n. 64], pp. 125ff.).
It is noticeable that the parallels quoted in this short commentary mostly attest
similar, but not identical, idiom in authentic Euripidean contexts. This clearly
indicates that TrGF 2.624 in its emended form is not merely a competent pastiche,
written e.g. in the fourth century by a pious poetaster. On the contrary, the five lines
disclose some quite typical features of both Euripides' style and thinking and
therefore deserve to be accepted as much as similar passages in the Euripidean canon.
62
 I owe this impor tan t observation to C. W. Willink.
63
 cf. Aj. 457f.; El. 1485f. m a y be interpolated, as Dindorf a n d others assumed (cf. R. D . Dawe,
Studies on the Text of Sophocles, Vol. I : The Manuscripts and the Text [Leiden, 1973], pp . 202f.),
but are still p robably by a tragedian or, at least, an actor of classical times. (N. G. Wilson drew
my at tent ion to this problem.)
64
 cf. for the thought , J. de Romilly, Time in Greek Tragedy ( I thaca and New York , 1968),
p . 134, with regard to Euripides, ' t ime offers an oppor tuni ty for reflection and rectification [sc.
of passions] ' .
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IV
As for the original context of the fragment, Ps.-Justin's presentation may perhaps give
us a hint. He quotes fr. 835 N2 and TrGF2.624 as one continuous piece of Euripidean
poetry (see above part I). Both of them strongly argue the case of divine justice, the
former in pointing out the impossibility of escaping the gods when doing evil, the
latter in stressing the fact that the gods really exist and that the wrongdoers will have
to pay for their offences sooner or later. It therefqre seems to me quite possible that
both fragments indeed belonged to the same tragedy, as the arrangement in De
monarchia suggests.
As noticed above, Sextus Empiricus and Stobaeus, who alone adds a fifth line
which we will have to include in our discussion,65 introduce fr. 835 as being taken
from the tragedy Phrixus. With the publication of P.Oxy. 2455, which contains
hypotheses of Euripides' plays, it now seems clear that Euripides wrote two tragedies
named Phrixus, both of them lost.66 This papyrus, however, is rather incomplete,
especially in relation to the first Phrixus, and only a few of the remaining fragments
are explicitly attributed to one or the other of the plays by the sources.67 They do not
allow us to get a clear idea of how the two plays compared with each other. Not until
a further papyrus with a fuller text of the hypothesis of Phrixus A came to light was
it possible to appreciate that Webster was wrong in differentiating the stories of the
two Phrixus. For according to his ingenious suggestion, Phrixus A would have
focused on Phrixus' adventures in Colchis, whereas Phrixus B would have covered the
earlier part of the myth.68 But the new papyrus, P.Oxy. 3652 col. II. 16ff., shows quite
clearly that both plays had almost identical plots.69 Both the hypotheses of Phrixus
A and B, as far as they are preserved in the papyri, can therefore safely be used for
summarizing the action.70
Ino, the daughter of Cadmos and Harmonia and the second wife of Athamas, plays
the notorious role of the malicious stepmother. In an attempt to kill the two children,
Phrixus and Helle, whom Athamas had by Nephele, she conspires with all the women
65
 Wecklein arbitrarily separated this line from fr. 835 (see below n. 80), followed by Nauck
and Kannicht-Snell who record it in TrGF 2 under No. 490.
" cf. E. G. Turner's comment on line 221 of P.Oxy. 2455, Oxyrhynchus Papyri, Vol. 27
(London, 1962), p. 64; H. van Looy, op. cit. (n. 12), p. 132. The hypotheses of Phrixus A and
B are printed also in C. Austin (ed.), Nova fragmenta Euripidea in papyris reperta (Berlin and
New York, 1968), pp. 101 f. Wilamowitz's verdict' somniasse eos qui duplicem Phrixum extitisse
dixerunt' (Analecta Euripidea [Berlin, 1875], p. 158) has for a long time prohibited scholars from
giving due credit to the remark of the Scholion in Aristoph. Ran. 1225 which correctly attributed
fr. 819 N2 to the second Phrixus.
" Phrixus A: fr. 821 N2; Phrixus B: fr. 819 N2, 827 N2, and - most likely (cf. n. 84) - fr. pap.
154 Austin.
68
 T. B. L. Webster, The Tragedies of Euripides (London, 1967), pp. 131f. His suggestion was
based on the fact that Tzetzes argued that the prologue of Phrixus B was in fact that of Phrixus
A (cf. N2 fr. 819), a confusion which Webster tried to explain by the chronological priority of
plot B over plot A.
" See H. M. Cockle, The Oxyrhynchus Papyri, Vol. 52 (London, 1984), pp. 22f.; cf. moreover
W.Luppe, TIATPIKOE KEPAYNOE im "Phrixos" A des Euripides?', ZPE 51 (1983),
25-8; W. Luppe, 'Hypothesis zum ersten "Phrixos" des Euripides', APF32 (1986), 5-13. One
may refer to the two Hippolytus-p\ays with nearly the same plot.
70
 The gaps which still remain can be bridged by Apollodor. 1.9.1 and Hygin. Fab. 2 and 3. Both
show such striking parallels with the two hypotheses that one has to assume that they either rely
I directly on Euripides or on the hypotheses. Cf. Webster, op. cit. (n. 68), pp. 132-6; van Looy,
j op.cit. (n. 12), pp. 165-84; Cockle, op. cit. (n. 69), p. 22; Luppe, op. cit. (1983) (n. 69), 6-7; see
1
 generally also H. J. Mette, 'Euripides (insbesondere fur die Jahre 1968-1981), Erster Hauptteil:
i Die Bruchstiicke', Lustrum 23-24 (1981-2), 299-306.
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of the country to roast the corn before sowing it.71 The consequences of this
procedure are famine and pestilence. Athamas, king of Thessaly or Orchomenos,™
sends one of his attendants to consult the oracle at Delphi. Ino urges the messenger
to report back that only the sacrifice of Phrixus will bring an end to the pestilence."
The father refuses to kill his son, and Phrixus offers himself to save his native city.'*
But seeing him standing at the altar, the messenger is moved by pity and reveals Ino's
intrigue.75 Athamas hands her over to Phrixus to be killed.76 But Ino escapes death
with the help of Dionysus who drives Phrixus and Helle mad and leads them into the
desert with the intention of their being killed by the maenads. But now Nephele, on
her part, intervenes and rescues the siblings, providing them with the famous ram to
escape.77
In this plot, there is only one place appropriate for a general consideration of
justice and the impossibility of the rogue hiding his evil deeds for ever: after the
uncovering of Ino's plot and her delivery to Phrixus.78 Thus, fr. 835 - including
Stobaeus' line TrGF 2.490 - and TrGF 2.624 may both have featured in a long speech,
probably delivered by Athamas.79 The king will have pointed to Ino as a vivid
example of the general truth expressed in the lines:
OCTTIJ Se 0vT)T<i>v oierai rov<j>' rftiepav 1
KaKov TI irpdaatov roiis deovs XeXrjde'vai,
SoKeC TTomjpa Ka.i &OKWV aXiaKfrai,
orav axoXrjV dyovaa rvyxdvr) AiK-q
Since Phrixus can now take complete revenge on her, Justice has indeed visited Ino,
late in time, for evil which she initiated:
TlfjLWpiaV eT<€>«J£l' WV Tjpfc^v) KCLKWVm 5
7 1
 cf. Hypothesis Phrixus A 9-12 Luppe ovyKa-\Xe'oaoa yap TUIV [OeTTaXcov y]yva]lKas
op—\KOIS KaT7]<7(f>aX[toaTO -irvpov 7re^>pvyp.e'—\vov eiri TTJV Ka\rao7ropav hihovai.
72
 This is one point where the two plays obviously differed from each other. In Phrixus A,
Athamas rules over Thessaly (P.Oxy. 2455. 224f. and P.Oxy. 3652 col. II . 19), in Phrixus B over
Orchomenos (P. Oxy 2455.270).
73
 Hypothesis Phrixus A 12-17 Luppe TTJS 8e\aKapirias [eiretoe yemjoeodat IK—\Xvmv, el
&pi£os [o<f>ayeiT] Air TOV ydp\els AeX<f>ovs dn\oaraX~qad^xevov dyye—\Xov enetoe a>? A[€yoi
TOVTO KexpT)oat-\vov elvai.
74
 Hygin. Fab. 2 ' q u o d cum Athamas se facturum abnuisset, Phrixus ultro ac libens pollicetur
se u n u m civitatem aerumna l ibera turum' .
7 5
 Hygin. loc. cit. ' i t aque cum ad a ram cum infulis esset adductus , satelles, misericordia
adulescentis Inus Athamant i consilium patefecit ' . Cf. the dywv between Ino , A thamas and the
slave in the Florence papyrus (D. L. Page, Select Papyri, Vol. III . Literary Papyri [London,
1950], N o . 32), discussed by W. Schadewald t , ' Z u m " Phrixos " des Eur ipides ' , Hermes 63 (1928),
1-14 ( = Hellas und Hesperien2 Bd. I [Zurich and Stuttgart , 1970], pp . 505-15).
76
 Hygin. loc. cit. ' rex facinore cognito, uxorem suam Ino et filium eius Melicerten Phrixo
dedidit necandos ' .
77
 cf. the end of the Hypothesis Phrixus B, P. Oxy. 2455.280] TOIL €Tnflo[vX]evofi.e'v[wc | r) Se TOT
AI6V[VOOV] £inKaXe[oa<j]a evap[yrj | Odvarov hicbXiaBev efifiaveis yap ir[oi-\-qoas [6] A[i]dvvoos
<t>pi£dv re [K]O! [r]yv | dSe[A]^[ij]>' npo-qyayero els rqv eprflnrjlv \<^\pav \ (285) <b[a}nep avdXu>fia
fiaivdhu)[v iroi-\ijowv NefeXr) Se KaraiTTdaa Kai Siap-\Trdaaaa TOV[S] eav[rrj]s Kpiov
av-\Tols oS^yqa [..] . [..] . . - ; for the end of Hypothesis Phrixus A see Luppe, op. cit.
(1986) (n. 69), 12f.
78
 4th epeisodion in van Looy's reconstruction (op. cit. [n. 12], p. 177).
79
 cf. van Looy, op. cit. (n. 12), p. 153 'Waarschijnlijk dient Athamas als de spreker
beschouwd, hoewel ook Phrixus of de koorleider niet uitgesloten zijn'; Webster, op. cit. (n. 68),
p. 135 '835N2...may well belong to the context when Athamas hands Ino over to Phrixos'.
80
 fjp%e<v> Grotius; er^e}iaev Nauck. As already mentioned, this fifth line is only transmitted
by Stob. Eel. 1.3.15. N. Wecklein, 'Studien zu Euripides', Jahrb.f. cl. Philol. Suppl. 7 (Leipzig,
1874), 355-6 reads ep$ev instead of fjp£ev and wanted to separate the line from fr. 835 N2
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Her downfall is positive proof that the gods really exist81 and that the wicked man has
to be on his guard, for he, too, will be punished:
opdd' Soot vopilfiT* OVK tlvou 8eovs,
Siy i^a/xaprdvovTes OVK euyvajftoVw
tlalv yap, daiv. el hi TIS irpdaaa KCLAWS
KOLKOS ire<f>vKu>s, TOV xpovov KepSatvfTw
Xpovu> yap OVTOS vtjrepov Stocrtt SLKTJV. 10
It seems quite likely that Sextus Empiricus and Stobaeus as well as Ps.-Justin and - if
not dependent on the former - Clement have used the same anthology. The compiler
of the extract from the Phrixus will naturally have selected only the gnomic lines,
which means that we have to reckon with the omission of quite a few lines between
the different parts. We can check this procedure against a selection of lines taken from
a preserved tragedy in De mon. 5.4, where Ps.-Justin quotes from Euripides' Orestes,
and he, or his source, tacitly leaves out a substantial body of 173 lines between 416-18
and 591-8. Something similar may apply to our fragment from the Phrixus.
What still remains to be considered, is the extremely tricky problem of whether the
ten lines belonged to Phrixus A or Phrixus 5.82 We may possibly get a clue from yet
another papyrus which contains a florilegium, including five quotations from
Euripides.83 One of them, fr. pap. 154 Austin, is most probably taken from Phrixus
B:
EipnriSov ky Sevrepov <0pi'|ou>-84
^ p j p n p j
of if>aaiv €ivai TTJV TU'XIJV dALA' oi)j deovs'
dis ovSev tare Kfi [X]iy€iv HoKeire TI.
el fiiv yap ?} LTUJX7) OTIV ovSev Sei 9ecbv,ss
€Llj 8' oi 0€oi La6tvovaiVj ov&iv 77
('Vielmehr gehort der lastige Vers nicht hieher, und eine aussere Bestatigung liegt darin, dass
Sext. Emp. etc. gleichfalls nur V. 1-4 in Verbindung mit anderen bringen'). This was a reaction
against earlier scholars who tried to link the fifth line closer to the previous four; they either
wrote Tifxajpiav < T ' ) Irtcrfv (S. Musgrave, Euripidis fragmenta [Leipzig, 1779], p. 467 -he
suggested as another possibility TiyMipia irtaev), or they printed a semicolon after aXtOKerat
line 3 and took lines 4 and 5 together (e.g. A. Matthiae, op. cit. [n. 18], p. 297; a similar proposal
was already made by H. Grotius, op. cit. [n. 33], pp. 415 and 959, who, however, felt forced to
change the conjunction oTay line 4 to OT« 8' av; Grotius was followed by J. Barnes, loc. cit.
[n. 33]). But all the problems disappear if we assume that the compiler of the extract has omitted
a few lines between 4 and 5 (cf. below). - The phrase ripcopiav lT<€>taev is impeccable (pace
Musgrave, loc. cit.), cf. Plat. Leg. 905a6-7 reiacis...TTJV npoarjKovaav ri^wpiav; for <Lv r)p^e(y}
Kaxiov, cf. Eur. Hel. 425 Kpvijias yvvaixa ri)v KaKtov irdvrwv ifioi\apt;aoav..., Ba. 1114 etc.
81
 cf. Eur. Oinomaos, fr. 577 N2, quoted above (part II).
82
 With the publication of P.Oxy. 3652 (see above), it has become almost impossible to ascribe
the fragments, for which the sources do not give a precise designation, to one or other of the
plays. The attempts of van Looy, op. cit. (n. 12), pp. 176-83, and Webster, op. cit. (n. 68),
pp. 132-6, who both concentrated on Phrixus B and considered fr. 835 as part of this second
play, have therefore ceased to be likely, although the general considerations of both scholars
remain useful.
83
 See V. Bartoletti, 'Frammenti di un florilegio gnomologico in un papiro fiorentino', Atti
dell' XI Congresso Internazionale di Papirologia (Milano, 1966), pp. 1-14. The Euripidean
fragments are printed in Austin's collection (cf. n. 66) under Nos. 152-6.
84
 Wilamowitz's attribution to the Hypsipyle was based on an inadequate interpretation of
Joh. Lydus, De mens. 4.7 p. 72 Wunsch, cf. V. Di Benedetto, 'Giovanni Lido e due frammenti
Euripidei', Maia 17 (1965), 388ff.
86
 It is very interesting that Joh. Lyd., who, loc. cit., quotes four out of these five lines, changes
the plural dtwv into the singular deov. As in Ps.-Justin's quotation of Eur. fr. 835 N2 (see above
part I), it is not absolutely certain whether this change is due to the author himself or to a scribe.
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136 CHRISTOPH RIEDWEG
Here, again, we find Euripides polemicizing against people who do not believe in
the existence of the gods. The similarity of thought is striking enough, and I wonder
if fr. pap. 154 Austin may not be a reworking of our passage in the second play. If
that is true, the ten lines fr. 835 N*-TrGF 2.490-TrGF 2.624 will have featured in the
first version, Phrixus A. Not only, on this hypothesis, did Euripides deal with the
same plot in Phrixus A and B, he also used quite similar arguments in both plays.
To sum up briefly the less speculative observations, TrGF 2.624 in its transmitted
form is not Euripidean. But by an easy emendation, a Euripidean original, and even
a possible context, can be plausibly reconstructed. It may be worth mentioning that
Wilamowitz, according to the apparatus criticus to TrGF 2.624, jotted down in the
margin of his copy of Nauck's collection the following comment on our fragment:
'recipe' (sc. inter fragmenta Euripidea). From the available evidence, his advice ought
to be followed in the new collection of Euripides' fragments which is being prepared
for TrGF.*
Zurich/Lincoln College, Oxford CHRISTOPH RIEDWEG
* I should like to express my sincere thanks to Nigel G. Wilson, Fellow of Lincoln College,
Oxford, who kindly read an earlier version of the article, and whose scholarly approach was a
source of inspiration to me, and to John H. Sykes who sacrificed a good deal of his valuable time
to make my English intelligible. I am also indebted to C. W. Willink for helpful references and
many critical suggestions. And, last but not least, I am grateful to the Swiss National
Foundation (Schweizerischer Nationalfonds zur Forderung der wissenschaftlichen Forschung)
for the generous scholarship which enabled me to spend a stimulating year in Oxford.
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